
PRIL was another tremendous month for our

Kingsley Park Partnerships, with no fewer than

FIVE partnership horses making their way to the

winner’s enclosure.

The first success came at Southwell on April 8, when KP

17’s Silver Shade won a handicap over a mile and a half.

A winner over an extended mile and a half at Newcastle

in March, the Kendargent gelding found himself facing just

one rival at Southwell in Andrew Balding’s  gelding, Eagle

Springs. Neither runner had been tried on Southwell’s

surface before.

Ridden by Ben Curtis, Silver Shade set out to make all

the running with Oisin Murphy on Eagle Springs content to

track the leader. Turning for home, Eagle Springs attempted

to take closer order, but was soon struggling and seemed to

be hanging to his left. Silver Shade cruised to an effortless

victory, the winning distance being 12 lengths.

KP 17 were celebrating a second success of the month at

Kempton on April 14, when their Gleneagles filly, Coupe

de Champagne, enjoyed a pillar-to-post win.

Successful twice in January, Coupe de Champagne was

returning from a break of 51 days and was stepping up to a

mile and a half for the first time. She faced five rivals,

including the recent Lingfield winner, Nellie Moon, and the

Archipenko filly, Nastasiya, who were disputing

favouritism.

Ben Curtis had Coupe de Champagne away from the

stalls smartly and the filly was able to cross to the inside

rail at the head of the field. The pace was only steady, and

Nellie Moon and Nastasiya were able to track the leader in

second and third respectively.

With two furlongs to race, Nastasiya took closer order,

but her challenge soon petered out. Nellie Moon launched a

challenge on the inside of Coupe de Champagne, but Coupe

de Champagne was stretching out well for Ben Curtis and

stayed on to score by a length from that filly, with Secret

Shadow three-quarters of a length back in third.

It was the turn of the partners of KP 16 to celebrate on

April 24, when their Free Eagle gelding, Dancing King

completed his hat-trick at Leicester.

Since being gelded over the winter, Dancing King won

two handicaps in March, the first at Wolverhampton and the

second at Kempton.

At Leicester, Dancing King was one of four runners who

went to post for the mile and a half handicap. Silvestre de

Sousa took the ride, while Hollie Doyle partnered Dancing

King’s likely main rival, Liverpool Knight.

Silvestre de Sousa gave the gelding a positive ride,

setting out to make all the running and dictating from the

front. Liverpool Knight raced in second, while Duke of

Verona led the held up Cosmic George. 

N the straight, Liverpool Knight came to challenge

with two furlongs to travel. Pushed out by de

Silvestre, Dancing King kept on well and gradually

forged clear, while in the dying strides Duke of Verona got

up to deprive the tiring Liverpool Knight of third. The

distances were two and three-quarter lengths and a neck.

Dancing King remains on the upgrade and his winning

run may not be over yet.

The third partnership to celebrate was Kingsley Park 23 –

Ready To Run, when their Hochfeld ran out the game

winner of a Nottingham handicap over a mile and three-

quarters on April 27. 

The seven-year-old Cape Cross gelding ran a decent race

at Musselburgh at the start of April, finishing third to
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N LAST month’s issue we celebrated

the fact that the Kingsley Park

Partnerships have now amassed a

century of winners. As part of the feature,

we published a table showing which six

horses had amassed most wins running

under the Kingsley House partnerships

banner. Three horses, Poet’s Society, Rose

of Kildare and Victory Command topped

the table, all having won six times for their

respective partnerships.

As a number of people have been in
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touch to query the table, we should perhaps

have made it clearer that the standings

were focused purely on the horses which

have run in the name of Kingsley Park

I

Bumper month for the KP

partnerships, and not in the name of the

various partnership offers which preceded

the Kingsley Park offers. Additionally,

many of the members of partnerships such

as the Always Trying and Ready To Run

partnerships have gone on to acquire

shares in one or more of the Kingsley Park

partnerships.

So, for those of you who have been in

touch, we thought we would celebrate just

some of the horses who were multiple

scorers in the early years of Johnston
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Hochfeld and Ben Curtis

ARTNERSHIP NEWS

partnerships
Themaxwecan in the Queen’s Cup.

At Nottingham he faced three rivals, including the

market leader, the recent Wolverhampton scorer,

Lostwithiel. Ben Curtis took the ride on Hochfeld and made

it a positive one, making almost every yard of the running.

ITH two furlongs to race, Lostwithiel looked to

be travelling the stronger as he ranged up to

challenge Hochfeld on his inner. Asked to

respond by Ben Curtis, Hochfeld kept finding more, his

greater stamina perhaps proving decisive as he kept on to

score by a length from the four-year-old.

This was Hochfeld’s sixth career win, but his first for the

partnership.

Lastly, KP 15 were celebrating on April 27 when their

Lawman gelding, Bowman, made a winning seasonal debut

at Lingfield.

Succesful twice last season as a juvenile, Bowman was

gelded in the autumn and was stepping up to seven furlongs

for the first time at Lingfield.

A field of 11 went to post for the three-year-old handicap,

for which the Toronado gelding Air To Air was sent off the

odds-on favourite on the strength of his recent second at

Newcastle. Silvestre de Sousa took the ride on Bowman.

OWMAN pinged the stalls and was soon at the

head of affairs, racing at a generous pace. He was

pursued by Rhoscolyn in second and Action Hero in

third. Turning for home, Rhoscolyn attempted to close and

Bowman pulled out a little bit more. 

Apart from the front three, no other horses could get into

the race, and although Rhoscolyn tried hard, Bowman was

always doing enough and went on to score by half a length,

with Action Hero two and a half lengths back in third.

With three career wins to his credit, Bowman seemed to

get every inch of this seven furlongs and may be worth

trying over a mile at some point this season.

Racing partnerships. Spoilt for choice,

we’ve narrowed in on three stalwarts.

IRST, Broxbourne was a Refuse To

Bend filly bought by Mark as a

yearling for just €8,000 at Goffs Orby

Yearling Sale. She raced initially for the

Racegoers Club Owners Group, and was

then bought by Mark to race for the Ready

to Run partnership. In 33 career starts, she

won 11 races, eight of which were for

Johnston Racing. Memorably, her wins

included the Goodwood Stakes and the

Brown Jack Stakes at Ascot.

Copperwood was another absolute star.

The Bahamian Bounty gelding ran 121

times, winning 15 races. He represented

both Always Trying VIII, and the Ready To

Run Partnership, and in all amassed nine of

his wins while part of the Johnston string.

The 4TH Middleham Partnership’s

Double Honour also played a significant

part in the career of Mark Johnston. When

the Highest Honor gelding won a maiden

at Hamilton Park on September 4, 2000,

he gave Mark his 1,000th British Flat

win, a hugely important milestone in the

career of Britain’s winningmost trainer.

E hope this trip down memory

lane will bring a smile to some

partners’ faces, and prove that the

success of the Kingsley Park

Partnerships is simply a continuation of

the excellent record of partnerships with

Johnston Racing – old and new.
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